
### Area of collaboration 3: ICF Implementation in rehabilitation

**Activity:** “…close collaboration with the national PRM societies to demonstrate the use of the ICF in routine clinical practice and national rehabilitation management programs**

**Development & implementation of a national model… incl. the specification of suitable clinical data collection tools**

### Development & Implementation of a Clinical Data Collection Tool for Italy

**Objective:** to strengthen and extend rehabilitation, habilitation, assistive technology, assistance and support services, and community-based rehabilitation

### Cross-cultural translation back to English

**Consensus by a 4-person, multidisciplinary expert panel on the English-language version of the Italian simple intuitive descriptions**

**Finalization of English-language version by native English speaker**

**Cross-cultural translation to Chinese simple intuitive descriptions**

**English-language version of Chinese simple intuitive descriptions**

**Translated into Italian**

**Italian-language version of Chinese simple intuitive description used for voting/consensus process**
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